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Oi you!

From all the places that i have seen, all the people
that i have meet across the road, one thing is
coming in my mind, HOME. Bad or good, whatever
is the situation, it will change, people will come and go, the only constant should
be your way. The music is changing and it will change more, the memories will
remain. With every album you will hear “this band was so hardcore back in the
days...not anymore” is not about that, is about the feeling inside, this is the
soundtrack of your life, the path that drives you to became a better person. I
have learn a lot in the past years, regarding friends and not only, we all change
in a way or another, but how nice it is to share some nice memories with your
old friends along a table with a coffee?.Trains, long roads, concerts, nice people,
my hometown, family everything brings back memories, full of stories from the
past with a unwritten future we need to move on with a smile on our face. Keep
it simple always and always remember you! THIS IS THE SOUNDTRACK OF YOUR
LIFE!.
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THANK YOU: CTHC,KOB RECORDS, MAD BUTCHER RECORDS, 3 CEASURI RELE, PARCHEZ CA UN BOU,
VERDE URBAN, OLD JUNKS CONSTANTA, SCANDAL, FAT WRECK CHORDS, IORISKA, HELLCAT RECORDS.
OUR FRIENDS ALL OVER: ROMANIA, UK, US, AUSTRALIA, MEXICO, CANADA, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, UKRAINE,
RUSSIA, NEW ZEALAND, FRANCE, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, ITALY AND ALL THE GOOD LABELS AND BANDS THAT
WE HAVE PROMOTED ACROSS THE YEARS. ALWAYS STAY YOURSELF!
DISCLAIMER:
THIS ZINE IS A PROUD 100% DIY PRODUCT, IS NOT ABOUT MUSIC REVIEWS HOW THEY SHOULD BE,
IS NOT ABOUT CRITICS, IS NOT ABOUT FASHION OR LATEST TRENDS, IS ABOUT FEELINGS, IS ABOUT MY FRIENDS,
MY BANDS, MY PASSION. IS NOT ABOUT PROFIT, IS NOT FOR SALE AND IT WILL NEVER BE. IS JUST A HOBBY FOR ME,
IS NOT MY FULL TIME “WRITER/MUSICIAN/CRITIC”JOB. IS NOT IN A PERFECT ENGLISH :)
ALL THE PICTURES ARE USED FOR PROMO AND THE COPYRIGHT REMAIN TO THE ORIGINAL OWNERS.
ALL THE PROMOS ARE FREE AND I AM NOT TAKING ANY PROFIT FROM PROMOTING SOME LABELS OR BANDS
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7 SECONDS -

A SHORT BIO

7 Seconds formed in early ‘80’s and represents one of the longest lived band from Cali area, also one of the pioners in hardcre/punk.
Shortly they have released couple of 7” singles and in 1982 they signed with BYO Records (Better Youth Organization), they had 3 LP’s
on BYO and their best old school material also on BYO: Walk Together, Rock Together. In the late 80’s they signed with Restless and
deliver Soulforce Revolution and Ourselves and they move again, this time to Headhunter, where they release 3 albums. In 1995 come
first major label: Epic where they released The Music, The Message. In 1999 they had Good To Go and they start to release materials
thru Side1 Label, in 2000 come Scream Real Loud and 5 years later Take It Back, Take It On, Take It Over!. Also Kevin Seconds started
a solo project in folk/punk along with 7 Seconds and he released a split EP with Matt Skiba (Alkaline Trio) in 2002. The band across
time appeared in various compilations like on the 1985 hardcore compilation Cleanse the Bacteria, Not So Quiet On the Western Front
(Alt. Tentacles, 1982), Something to Believe In (BYO, 1984), Party or Go Home/We Got Power (Mystic, 1983), and Nuke Your Dink (Positive
Force, 1984). Also they have been asociated with one of the first bands in sXe (Strsight Edge movement) and as well one of the bands
that started Youth Movement. In 2013 band signed with Rise records and started to work on new materials, in all these years 7 Seconds
have been a huge influence in the hardcore punk scene and in positive hardcore movement.
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K

aos Urbano are one of the good guys from Alcobendas (Madrid,Spain), from the middle of 90’s with their streetpunk/oi sound.
With more than 16 years as a band they are still around and are doing it good. After few shows and couple of tracks, their first
demo casette is coming out in 1998: Falsa Democracia and one year later they have another demo: Son Escoria. They are well
known for their message against fascism, capitalism and Spanish nationalism and of course themes about drinking with your friends,
having a laugh and of course remembering the good old days. They have put their first album in 2000 called, Bronka Y Rebelion and
in 2002 is coming out No Hay Vuelta Atras, 2005 they have released El Orden Del Kaos. Three years later, in 2008 they have released
their first live album, De Madriz Al Infierno with a dedication for Carlos Palomino and other antifascists that have been killed. After this
live album the band is calling their quits and they will retun in 2010 with a first concert in Avila. In 2011 they will release their new
material: Te Olvidaste De Matarme Al Nacer and in 2013 is coming Sexo, Drogas Y Streetpunk and in 2015 Recuerdos Y Raices.Their
last material: La Hora Del Baile come out in 2016 along with their Antiespanol Tour. Most of their albums were released by Potencial
hardcore Records with exception of El Orden Del Kaos from Working Class Records. Their songs are still against police oppresion, the
working class fight, fascism, racism and politics. If you are into streetpunk then of course this band is for you. Sing along with your
friends on the old school sound! More info about them kaosurbano.com
FALSA DEMOCRACIA (1998) / SON ESCORIA (1999) / BRONKA Y REBELIÓN (2000) / NO HAY VUELTA ATRÁS (2002) /
EL ORDEN DEL KAOS (2005) / DE MADRIZ AL INFIERNO (2008) / TE OLVIDASTE DE MATARME AL NACER (2011) /
SEXO,DROGAS Y STREETPUNK (2013) / RECUERDOS Y RAICES (2015) / LA HORA DEL BAILE (2016)
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Mirceone (MPTY ZINE): Ciao Enrico, how are you?
Enrico (LOS FASTIDIOS): Hi mate, I’m really fine thanx !!!! Really
busy with my band, the Kob label and our mailorder....everything
is running very well, I’m tired but really satisfied about our global
work.
First happy birthday for Los Fastidios and congrats for Sound Of Revolution,
what can you tell me about the new album?
The Sound of Revolution is our 8th full length album...The years
run but in the band the spirit and the energy still grows, year after
year...nothing changes. Band line-up is changed in the years, but
the attitude is always the same, like 26 years ago. This is passion,
more than passion, it’s like a fire inside you that never stops, a
fire that takes the fuel from the energy and the enthusiasm of the
people following the band everywhere in the world, with a great
passion... Sincerely I think that the people/the crowd is and it will
be forever the real strenght of the band, of myself and of all the band
musicians. It’s a continue transmission and return of energy from
the band to the people/crowd and viceversa...
In The Sound Of Revolution every song is an important part of the
album, every song is a special song. I have not a favourite song, I
can only say this is my favourite album of ever. For this reason we
would like to play all the new songs on our live acts... we know it
will be not possible...it will be really hard to decide which songs of
this album we must cut from the live tracklist..

Is one of the best album from you so far, what is the story behind the album?
The new album sounds like the old ones, it’s the typical sound of
Los Fastidios, a blend of street sounds, the sounds we love, from
streetpunk to ska, from oi! to rocksteady/reggae, from rock’n’roll
to melodic punk and street soul. Maybe this time we payed more
attention to the arrangements of the songs than in the past...
The music is our strength, the music unites, the music can help to
remember a missing friend, can help to fight against the system,
can help to spread out the messages, can help to scream against
the injustices, can help to enjoy ourself... The music give to the
people better imagination, better point of views, sometimes the
music can save the persons... in this album all the songs turn around
this concept...the sound of revolution...the power of the music. I’m
really satisfied about the new album and I’m sure also our people
will enjoy The Sound Of Revolution !!!

KIDS ARE READY!
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What are the plans for this album? Where you guys will
play this year?
The same plans of every year, we will tour to promote
the new album everywhere we can...you know Los
Fastidios is a really live band...the first shows of the
new album tour were really great...and on the next
months we already have a lot of shows booked in all
of Europe and many more will be soon announced.
We really would like also to come back in South
America and we are working for that. Last year our
first time in Brazil was amazing... we hope come
back there soon !!! We put not limits to our next tour
plans....everywhere people ask for the band, we will
arrive !!!
That’s what we call Oi! Around the world !!!!
Hehe really cool video for Radio Babylon, who is the kid
from the video? He will be a true rude boy:)
Thanx mate, I’m happy you like the video....the
videoclip was turned in Taranto, in the south of
Italy...I really love that town...the little rude boy is
a kid we met in the street during the shooting....and
he followed us in the old town for all the shooting...
we are really happy to have him in the video.
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Why you choose Manu Chao for the Clandestino cover?
It’s since the end of the 90’s I would have liked to record a Los
Fastidios version of Clandestino...I I haven’t had a chance to
do it....I had to wait the 2017 to organize with the band lads to
record the song..... I love Manu Chao (I loved also Mano Negra),
his attitude and this song.....I think that Clandestino is a topical
today like 20 years ago...really happy to have release it
Where do you stand when it comes to what Europe is calling “immigrant
crisis”?
I think the immigrants crisis is the new weapon of the system
to create new wars between the people. The fascists groups use
this for their bad propaganda in all of Europe and in Italy too.
Sincerely I think that be racist today, means be a slave of the
system, an instrument of the power.
We are musicians, music is our weapon, lyrics our bullets...
I think music today can give its contribute to bring down the
walls of the hate, of the intolerance. The world don’t needs walls,
barriers. The world needs unity, the world needs a real sound of
revolution and it is really important to create a big international
music network involved in the refugees cause and working for
it. In our world, racist bands and friends of them must to be out.
We continue proudly to work in this direction...

How are the things for KOB Records?
Our label is running very well...me and Elisa (my girlfriend) we
are working on really strong with a big passion. Of course it is
not the best moment for the music labels, not easy today to sell
music, anyway we are really happy and proud about our work
and about our last releases like the last albums of Skassapunka,
Lumpen, Cantiniero and of course Los Fastidios.
Now we are working on our next release, the new album of
a legendary italian punk/hc/crazy of the 90’s called Paolino
Paperino Band. Their new album will be out on october 2017.
I know that you have good taste in bands, what bands did you have
listened lately?
I really love the bands of our labels (Skassapunka, Lumpen,
Cantiniero, Paolino Paperino Band) and I suggest them to all
of you.... I really like also the new albums of 8°6 Crew, Cock
Sparrer, Dropkick Murphys.....About some good bands from
Italy I suggest to listen Sempre Peggio, Diario di Bordo, Le
Birrette, Jokerface....from punk to ska....all these bands are
giving a good enthusiasm to the italian scene that in the last
years it was not in its better time...I really hope now, from that,
the street scene can grow up in the next future, coming back
so great like it was in the 90’s and in the beginning of the 2000.

Name one band that you will choose for a split cd
A split album together The Housemartins (for their reunion) could be
a dream for me (it was my favourite band of ever)....but also a call
from the Cock Sparrer or The Specials for a split album or 7” could be
a perfect present for my birthday ahahah
Enrico, thank you so much. Please feel free to add anything you want. Grazie
Thanx a lot for this interview.... Hoping the Sound of Revolution can
blow everywhere giving to the people more strength, freedom and a
better future in this fucking world !!!
M I R C E O N E V S . E N R I C O - M AY 2 0 1 7

SOUND OF
REVOLUTION
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BOOZE & GLORY - CHAPTER IV
This is the 4th material from Booze & Glory, their first material on
Burning Heart label. They formed back in 2009 and put out some
EP and other three albums. Chapter IV has 13 tracks in their mix of
catchy punk’rock’n’oi sound with catchy sing along choruses. A mix
of Upstarts and Control to Rancid. Good for a reunion with your friends
and having a beer while at it. A simple and honest message to live in
the present while you remember the past, stay proud, stay yourself.
Cheers!

TRACKLIST:
1.DAYS MONTHS, YEARS 2.NO RULES 3.THE TIME IS NOW 4.LIFE’S A GAMBLE
5.SIMPLE 6.BACK ON TRACK 7.CARRY ON 8.BLOOD FROM A STONE 9.FOOL’S
PARADISE 10.VIOLENCE AND FEAR 11.LAST JOURNEY 12.FOR THE BETTER TIMES
13.START BELIEVING

LOS FASTIDIOS - THE SOUND OF REVOLUTION
Mighty mighty LOS FASTIDIOS are back with their 8th studio album.
The band formed in Verona somewhere in 1991, last year they had
their Best Of, 25 years of combat ska-punk! In 2017 is time for kids to
be ready for Sound Of Revolution. This album has it all from finest ska
sounds to streetpunk and from oi! to rocksteady. 12 tracks for every
rude boy, punk, skin out there, themes are speaking about injustice in
any form, equality, human and animal rights. The album has as well
guests from SKASSAPUNKA and REDSKA, also it feature a ska medley
from The Specials’s “You’re Wondering Now” and Cock Sparrer’s
“We’re Coming Back”, also a cover after Manu Chao-Clandestino. I will
say that this is my 2nd favorite from them after Rebels’n’Revels from
2006.
Check them on FB (Los Fastidios official) or online at: www.losfastidios.
net and as well check the other releases from KOB Records! Good stuff.
KIDS ARE READY!!!

86 CREW - WORKING CLASS REGGAE
Who dosen’t know these guys, better Google them and listen!
86 CREW are one of the old school bands when it comes to skihnead
reggae scene, formed in 1995 in Paris (and suburbs), the band is well
known for their ska-oi-reggae-punky beat. Working Class Reggae
is their latest album from 2017 with 18 tracks and 1h:15 minutes of
skankin mood for your soul. One of the best albums so far from them,
good vibes, good friends and skankin all night. This album has the
perfect rhythm, has trumpets and brings back memories. For all the
rudeboys, bootboys this is for you!. Make sure to check them out.
Personal favorite: Baisse D’un Ton, Ballroom Bash and Yesterday I Was.
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TNS Records presents the new album by Black Volvo, Bad Driving. 17 punk rock songs in 35
minutes, fast, energic and loud, with catchy and singalong choruses (Punkrock Family, Rebel
Revolution Red Wine, To Shit Is To Live) and lots of laughs and irony. The album will drive you
back to the punkrock of 90’s the way should be, just music, friends and having a laugh, party
hard and break down the walls...and neighbors. Unity and respect for the underground scene,
these Dutch boys for sure will make you jump. A DIY made with love! Make sure to check
them on FB and as well other good releases from UK label TNS: tnsrecords.co.uk. Cheers!

TRACKLIST:
1. TO SHIT IS TO LIVE 2. PARANOIA 3. PUNKROCK
FAMILY 4. MOLLY 5. HANGIN’ JOHNNY 6. TRAILER
7. SELF MEDICATOR 8. REPEAT AGAIN & AGAIN 9.
PANTS ON FIRE 10. HILLEGOM HELLBOUND 11.
EAGLE MIND 12. DRUNK TRAIN 13. LAZY BONES
14. BURLESQUE DANCER 15. WOODWORK SAVED
MY LIFE 16. IRISH MAN IN A SCOTTISH PUB 17.
REBEL REVOLUTION RED WINE
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Dropkick Murphys are back with their 11 Short Stories Of Pain &
Glory. The album is in their old style, full of sing along choruses,
and good to listen along with your friends. The album has also a
deep message against drugs, loss and redemption specialy after
singer Al Barr brother in law died of on overdose. They are well
active thru their Claddagh Fund Charity, and help the people in
need fighting against their addiction. DKM 9th album has it all,
a punk cover of You’ll Never Walk Alone, 4-15-13 a requiem for
the victims of Boston Marathon, drums and a thin whistle on The
Lonesome Boatman, an ironic song about a hat: I Had A Hat and
other sing along songs like: Blood, Rebels with A Cause and a
special message for a person that people cannot stand in the
song First Class Loser, Paying My Way has also a nice video and
is about the pride of getting up again, after a fall.
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Mirceone (MPTY ZINE): Hey guys, how is life?
GUERRA URBANA: Hello man, we’re fine, thank you; Living the punk and resisting.
For those who dont know you, please tell us a little bit of your history.
So we started with the band in 2007; But before we played in others and it was in the exit of
an old band where I played with the first guitarist of the band nielson that we decided to form
the GUERRA URBANA. I put that name because it was writing some letters on the reality here
of the neighborhood where we live. Until today the IBURA a lot of violence on the part of the
police and the answer of the organized crime the life in the marginality we called a friend of
ours to Dayane for the vocals later Flávio “Duxo” for the bass and finally André “Dranze”for
the vocal, with the routine Dayane leaves the band and we perform live for the first time with
only Dranze on vocals, Nielson comes out and enters Fernanda on vocals we are alone with
me on drums and Duxo on guitar / bass and it was with this training that we recorded our
first sound record In 2010 the album EXTERMÍNIO, GANÂNCIA E PODER, from which several
guitarists passed and we were able to expand our message in more live performances and two
international releases in Argentina and Mexico, Several compilations in Brazil and in the world,
tours ... We divided the stage with band that influenced us ... And in 2014 we went through
another change in the formation; Matheus takes the guitar and Nielson who had returned to
the band leaves the second time kkkk that same year Dranze also leaves the band we became
a quartet and recorded our second album the PELA CAUSA CONSUMISTA that was recorded in
2015 and released in 2016 at the end of the recordings of this album Duxo leaves the band and
we are a trio since 2015, currently the band is performing and in preparation for another release
a split cd with band ATAQUE A JUGULAR Of São Paulo and a tour through Brazil in celebration
of the 10 years of resistance; Currently we are: Fernanda, Bass and Voice, Matheus, Guitar and
voice and Allan, Drums and Voice.

What is the message of your band?
In the previous question we talked a little;
Our peripheral reality, human feelings,
punk culture, anti capitalism, antifascism!
Emancipation-themed music
How is the hc/punk scene in Recife?
In relation to the punk culture and
valorization of it is very scarce, but very
active we are few but always in movement;
Musically there are more people involved,
in a way it’s a conscious scene and that
you cherish by (do it yourself). From a
few years to now a lot has changed, a
bigger interaction has been taking place
among the subcultures that are linked
by PUNK music. Antifascism here is also
representative, in the gigs, in the football
stadiums, we are on the streets!
Name a few bands that have influenced
you
Are several kkkk Cólera, Doom, Poison Idea,
Discharge, Fear Of War, Desobediencia
Civil, Pós Guerra…
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What do you know about Eastern European hc/punk? About Romania? (no Google please)
I know some bands and they are: Haos, Anomalli, Terror Art, Anti Pro, Raizing Hell
(Romania)… Kafka Process (Norway), Dezerter, Prawo do Jazdy, Post Regiment,
TZN Xenna (Poland), Kawakami Nightmare (Ukraine), Fleas and Lice, Die Nakse
Bananen, Blok 1A, Antidote, SpeedTwins (Netherland) and more…. I want to meet
more bands.
A top 10 of all time favorite bands
Hard question! There are so many! Friend must be top
100. The ones that never fail are these:
1- THE CLASH 2- DISCHARGE 3- CÓLERA 4- GBH 5- OS
REPLICANTES 6- UK SUBS 7- KAAOS 8- FEAR OF WAR
9- ANTI CIMEX 10 - GUERRA URBANA KKKKK
If you will have to choose a band fir a split cd, what band you
will choose?
A band to a split has to share with our proposals
regarding punk culture, antifascism.There are so many
bands that we would like to make a release with them
that one day we hope to at least share the stage with
them.
In Brazil everybody loves football, what team do you support
if any:)
Not everyone likes Football! We like! Fernanda and I we
twist to the SANTA CRUZ FUTEBOL CLUBE the team of
the people, the more darling, we participate in CORAL
ANTIFA and I play in the Banda Louca Do Pátio that
is from the Barra Brava called AVANTE SANTA CRUZ
PORTÃO 10, Matheus is our rival and cheer for Sport
Club do Recife.
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What the future holds for the band? Next concerts? Full album?
Yes we will record 5 songs to split with the band Ataque à Jugular and we are
already cast for a new album; No more is to continue the local presentations and
on the holidays we will do a tour still this year by Brazil.
Where people can listen to you online?
At the moment in reverbnation, fanpage and youtube have a lot of studio stuff, live
a lot of things. Soon we will make everything available in the bandcamp.
A message for our few readers online
Thank you all for your patience and interest in reading the interview and knowing
a little about our productions, please contact us! Come to know us better, we want
to know them too. a big hug. We can be in your city also making noise! one day.
Kkkk UP!
Thank you so much for your time, if you have something else to add, please feel free.
Friend we only have to thank for the support; We are very happy to know that there
are people in Eastern Europe who are getting to know our sound and a little of our
ideas. Long Life to the zines and all the autonomous productions. Keep in touch
with us through the facebook of the band, to make friends, to acquire a material
from the band or other punx things from Brazil, Strong hug to all. UP THE PUNX!
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T

hrowing Stuff are presenting their new material: Fit, Fine & Well
out now on TNS Records. They are coming from UK and have
influences from bands like: Minor Threat, Cold Ones of Paint It
Black. Play a fast hardcore/punk/thrash. The title is coming from
the last song on the album Father’s Day (where vocalist Ben is
sharing his experience of losing his dad in the fight with a brain
tumour). Their lyrcis are various from Ben’s mental health struggles
in song “I Know What’s Best” to topics like genocide (The Butcher)
or the trade of rhino horns (The Hunter). Is hardcore, is angry and
sincere the way hardcore should be!!!
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new tracks for their new material, Hueso
Y Madera (Bone and Wood) from Brutus
Duaghters is out now. Celitc Punk made
in Spain packed in a punk attitude with
strong message against social and political
injustice. You will have a nice mix of The
Dubliners vs. The Mahones and of course
put the dancing shoes for this one. Play it
loud with a beer. Personal favorite: Unidad
and A Lo Lejos.

T

TRACKLIST:
1.DE HUESO Y MADERA 2.SIGUEN EXISTENDO
3.CARRETERA 4.A LO LEJOS 5.UNIDAD 6.6-4,63,6-3 7.CARCEL 8.VERDUGO 9.BRAZEN

TRACKLIST:
1.THE PROWLERS-PROWLERS CREW 2.KING
CANS-FIGHTING DRUNK 3.SHOTCALLERS-40 ROSES
4.TORMENTS-CHOSEN
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his is Montreal is a new compilation
with best bands in the Canadaian area
when it comes to Oi and streetpunk. The
Sounds Of Our Streets brings The Prowlers,
Shotcallers, King Cans and Torment all
togheter to destroy your party. Sing along
with your friends and have a laugh. Personal
favorite: Prowlers-Prowlers Crew. Cheers!

H

aymaker are coming from Czech
Republic and is formed from ex
members of Discharger/Saints and Sinners/
Disdainful.We Are Haymaker is their
material with 6 tracks in the punk’n’oi style
that will remind you of many oi bands like:
Evil Conduct, Perkele, Booze and Glory and
the list can go on. Guitar riffs and sing along
choruses, good to listen with your friends
on a Friday night. Randale Records did a
good job with this band and we are waiting
for more. Personal favorite: Hold On To Your
Dreams (good for sing along), also a nice
cover of Skinflicks-What I Am. Cheers!

MÄHÄLIUM - NÄR VERKLIGHETEN GOLVAR DIG
(CRAMADA-2017)
Another band from Sweden that for sure you will need
to pay attention, altough the lyrics are in swedish the
sound is in the pure punk rock. They formed back
in 1998 and after few demos, the band will break in
2001. After 10 years they are back on the road with
a new album (their 6th studio album) with 12 tracks
that will remind you of bands like: Bad religion, 7
Seconds, Varukers, Dag Nasty or Asta Kask. With punk
rock sound of the 90’s and a bit of ska (the band has
members from ska band The Liptones), for sure is
something to check in. More infos you can see on their
FB@Mahalium. fast, fast, fast, 100% punk rock made in
Sweden. Cheers!

BLISTERHEAD - BORDER CONTROL (CRAMADA-2017)-EP
Blisterhead are coming back with their new EP: Border
Control out now for Cramada (Swedish label). 4 tracks
in a unique mix of 50’s Rock’n’Roll and 70’s Punk Rock
with 3 singers and anthems to sing along with your
friends in a pub. One of the finest bands in the Swedish
streetpunk scene, with more than 300 shows all over
Europe, this EP is a must for all punk rockers out there.
The band has 4 studio albums and a split EP with Voice
Of A Generation and now they prepare for a new tour
with a strong humanitarian message and with a lot
of questions in the refugees problem in Europe. If you
are into Rancid or The Clash then for sure if you never
heard about them you need to pay them a listening.
Cheers!
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Grand Collapse

is another great name from TNS
family. Along The Dew is their new LP
fresh in 2017, hardcore/punk to the bone made in UK, fast, energic, made with
passion for this music. 11 tracks in about half of hour of chaos sounds. Title
of album has an intersting story: about a fallen huntsman struggling through
the wintry earth and beeing chewed by woodland creatures:)The band will be
on tour this summer in UK, and for more bands on TNS you cna check their
bandcamp on tnsrecords.bandcamp.com.
If you are into hardcore/punk then this album will be just perfect. Personal
favorite: Deep Rooted. Cheers!
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TRACKLIST:
1.ALONG THE DEW
2. THRISSEL STREET
3. TURNCOAT
4. THOUGH BLOODSHOT AND BLURRY
5. DEEP ROOTED
6. OMISSION
7. FRAGMENT
8. CHALK & FLINT
9.LUCIANO POZETTO
10. LLYGAID GWYRDD
11. TRAPPED

O

ld punks never die, and Forever is the proof.
Cock Sparrer return with their new material for
2017. This material is a release from Randale
Records and Pirate Press and for sure is a must for
every punk, skin out there. The album all in all is
a catchy one and in their style, modern day issues,
daily life problems and of course friendship. One By
One the track that is open the album is a sing along
hooligan song that will remind you of Take’Em All or
Riot Squad from their Shock Troops album, also of
course the same voice of Colin McFaull along with
catchy guitars and sing along with your fist in the
air. 16 tracks that will remind you of the good old
days, true friendship and family. Oi/Punk the way
should be from legendary Cock Sparrer. You’ll never
be alone with this and they are the good guys!
TRACKLIST:
1. ONE BY ONE 2. BELIEVE 3. GONNA BE ALRIGHT 4. DON’T TELL ANYONE
ANYTHING 5. FAMILY OF ONE 6. EVERY STEP OF THE WAY 7. IN MY TOWN 8.
CONTENDER 9. NOTHING LIKE YOU 10. I’VE HAD ENOUGH 11. SOMEBODY’S
BROTHER, SOMEBODY’S SON 12. US AGAINST THE WORLD 13. UP WITH THIS 14.
SONS OF THE NEW MILENNIUM 15. YOU LOST THE WAR 16. WE’RE THE GOOD
GUYS
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